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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DISCLAIMER: References to particular trademarks, service marks, certification marks, products, services, companies, or organizations appearing on this presentation are for illustrative and educational purposes only and do not constitute or imply endorsement by the U.S. government, the U.S. Department of Commerce, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, or any other federal agency.



Discussion topics

• Trademark fundamentals
• Benefits of federal registration
• Selecting a trademark
• Filing and registration
• How to find help
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Trademark fundamentals
Discussion topic



What is a trademark?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trademarks are a type of intellectual property. The property itself is intangible, but still can be bought, sold, inherited, traded, and protected.Two points:All these trademarks are in black-and-white. Why are they not in color? We’ll talk about why in a minute.When you see one of these trademarks, what do you think of? Trademarks are always tied to goods and services.Amazon: U.S. Registration No. 5508999Apple: U.S. Registration No. 1114431Coca-Cola: U.S. Registration No. 0238146Ford: U.S. Registration No. 3658024Google: U.S. Registration No. 4058966McDonald’s: U.S. Registration No. 1592293Microsoft: U.S. Registration No. 4552363Nike: U.S. Registration No. 1323343Samsung: U.S. Registration No. 4792755



Benefits of federal registration
Discussion topic



Common law trademark rights

• Rights
– Created when you use trademark in commerce
– Limited to geographic area where mark is used

• Symbols
– Optional: TM  SM
– Never: ®
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Presentation Notes
Registration not required. It is your choice as a business owner.In the U.S., first user will always have superior rights under common law, even over registration rights.But what is impact of website/internet use? Arguably, if it can be shown that, for example, evidence exists that through the website there are sales in a range of states, rather than simply a purely local website for a local business, then the common law reach here would be broader.Use of the TM, SM, and the R in a circle registration symbol is never required, but does put the public on notice that ownership rights are being claimed.



Federal registration rights

• Rights
– Created when you federally register trademark
– Legal presumption you own the trademark
– Legal presumption you have the right to use the 

trademark in all 50 states and the U.S. territories
– Notice to the public of your rights in the trademark
– Permitted: ® 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Created when trademark registers with the USPTO.A federal registration through the USPTO does not give any presumptions related to use or ownership in other countries.Registration rights in another country arise only through the Trademark Office of that specific country.Notice is implied (called “constructive notice”) by publishing your mark in the Official Gazette.Your mark is also listed in the USPTO database, which makes the public aware of your claim of ownership in the mark.



Selecting a trademark
Discussion topic



Trademark selection challenges

• Remember:
– The mission of the USPTO is to register any 

trademark that is eligible for registration.
– Not every trademark is registrable.
– Not every trademark is enforceable.
– Select a trademark that is both federally 

registrable and legally protectable.
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Presentation Notes
You are not “buying” a mark, only “applying” to seek federal registration, with no guarantee. Your goal is to select a mark that is both federally registrable and legally protectable. You want to be able to register it with the USPTO and be able to enforce that registration against competitors.Remember, as discussed earlier, common law rights may mean that any rights normally associated with a registered mark simply are not enforceable.The earlier user of the mark will always have superior rights, even above registration rights.Filing fees are not refundable.



Registrable and protectable

Two main concepts:
• Likelihood of confusion

– Likelihood of confusion refusal
• Strength of the trademark

– Descriptiveness refusal
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we get to likelihood of confusion, please note:We cannot provide advice or answer questions about similarity in particular cases.Please do not submit questions asking whether particular marks are similar.We can only discuss registration issues.We cannot provide advice about enforceability.



Selecting a trademark:
Likelihood of confusion

Discussion topic



Likelihood of confusion

• Concept:
– Avoid confusing consumers about the source of 

the goods and services.
• Test:

– Are the trademarks confusingly similar?
and
– Are the goods and/or services related?
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Presentation Notes
Marks are similar.Look alike; sound alike; have similar meanings; and/or create similar commercial impressions.Goods and services are related.Consumers mistakenly believe the goods and services come from the same source.Identical trademarks may co-exist in the marketplace if the goods and/or services are not related.BE AWARE: The fact that goods and services are in different classes does not overcome likelihood of confusion. The refusal is based on evidence, not classes.DOVE for “soap” and DOVE for “ice cream bar”DELTA for “faucets” and DELTA for “air transportation services”



Likelihood of confusion example

Your trademark

T.MARKEY

for

shirts

Registered trademark

T.MARKEY

for

pants
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Presentation Notes
Refused. These marks look the same and sound the same. And the goods are related because consumers are used to seeing one company make both pants and shirts.



Likelihood of confusion example

Your trademark

T.MARKEY

for

shirts

Registered trademark

TEE MARQEE

for

pants
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Presentation Notes
Refused. These marks sound the same. And the goods are related because consumers are used to seeing one company make both pants and shirts.



Likelihood of confusion example

Your trademark

T.MARKEY

for

shirts

Registered trademark

TEE MARQEE

for

golf flags
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Presentation Notes
Probably not refused. These marks sound the same, but consumers might not be used to seeing one company make both shirts and golf flags.Would require research to determine the answer. This part of a good clearance search.



Suggestions for searching

• On your own:
– USPTO database

• New trademark search system
• www.uspto.gov/trademarks/search

– The internet
• Option for searching for common law use
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our search system is free to search and is a available 24/7, unless maintenance activity is being performed.Access the trademark search system here: https://beta-tmsearch.uspto.gov/search/search-informationA reminder that the USPTO database consists only of information related to registrations and applications. It will not display any marks for which only common law rights exists. This is why the internet must also be searched, using the same analysis; i.e., is any party using a similar mark for related goods and/or services. If a “hit” is uncovered, then more research is needed to determine which party used the mark first. The earlier user will always have superior rights.Note that in the USPTO database a status indicator appears, either “live” or “dead.” Under the trademark statute, only a “live” registration will be used as a basis for refusal. However, it is important to determine whether, although “dead” within the USPTO database, whether the party is still using the mark, and therefore able to claim common law rights. E.g., it is possible that the mark was canceled simply because a USPTO filing deadline was inadvertently missed.



Selecting a trademark:
Strength of the trademark

Discussion topic



Strength of trademark

• Concept:
– Avoid using trademarks that fail to indicate the 

source of goods and services.
• Test:

– Does the trademark merely describe the goods 
and services?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A trademark indicates the source of goods and services. Wording that does not indicate source fails to function as a trademark.A mark is considered merely descriptive if it describes an ingredient, quality, characteristic, function, feature, purpose, or use of the specified goods or services.APPLE PIE for “potpourri”BED & BREAKFAST REGISTRY for “lodging reservation services”If a mark is merely descriptive, it is not functioning as a trademark.



Strength of trademark
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XEROX

APPLE

COPPERTONE

APPLE PIE

MILK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Generic termsCommon, everyday name for the good or serviceUnregistrableExample: MILK for “dairy-based beverage”Although the public often misuses certain marks in a generic manner, that does not make these marks “generic” in the legal sense.XEROX, KLEENEX, and GOOGLE are all still registered marks.Descriptive trademarks- Directly describe something about the goods and services- Unregistrable on the Principal Register- Except with showing of acquired distinctiveness- Example: CREAMY WHIP for “whipped topping”Descriptive marks are difficult to register and difficult to protect, although not impossible. If a mark is held to be descriptive but applicant is able to provide evidence that the mark has now “acquired distinctiveness” under Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act, then the mark will register. But this is never guaranteed. Therefore, it is always advisable to get to at least the “suggestive” threshold, and even better, to “fanciful” or “arbitrary.”Suggestive trademarks	- Suggest a quality of the goods and services	- Registrable	- Example: COPPERTONE for “suntan lotion” US Reg. No. 0917825Fanciful trademarks (also called “coined” trademarks)	- Invented words with no meaning in any language	- Registrable	- Examples:	XEROX: U.S. Registration No. 3719198			KODAK: U.S. Registration No. 5254240			KLEENEX: U.S. Registration No. 0191941			PEPSI: U.S. Registration No. 0824150Arbitrary trademarks - Actual words, but no association with the goods and services	- Registrable	- Examples:	APPLE for “computers”  U.S. Registration No.1078312			GAP for “clothing, namely, pants, jeans, skirts, vests, jackets, overalls, jumpers, etc.” U.S. Registration No. 1129294BLACKBERRY for “Technological services, namely, design and development of computer hardware and software” U.S. Registration No. 4916352



Filing and registration
Discussion topic



Filing for federal registration

• Use the Trademark Electronic Application 
System (TEAS).
– TEAS filing options

• TEAS Plus: $250 per international class
• TEAS Standard: $350 per international class

– Total fee determined by how many classes you 
include in the application

22 www.uspto.gov/TEAS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Electronic filing is mandatory, except in very rare situations.TEAS Plus: more upfront filing requirements in exchange for lower filing feeTEAS Standard: less upfront filing requirements in exchange for higher filing feeHow do TEAS Plus and TEAS Standard differ? A TEAS Plus application is one that is complete at the time of filing, particularly in the area of the identification of goods and/or services for which the mark is being used or is intended to be used in the future. Specifically, the identification is taken directly from the USPTO’s Acceptable Identification of Goods and Services Manual (ID Manual). Because the examining attorney knows that the listing is acceptable, less work is done within the examination of a TEAS Plus application. Because it is less work for the USPTO, the savings are passed to the applicant in the form of a lower filing fee. On the other hand, if the product or service is so new, for example, that the listing is not within the ID Manual, then you must either use the TEAS Standard form option, wherein you would do a free-text entry of your identification, or email TMIDSuggest@uspto.gov to request addition of the identification to the ID Manual. Using the latter approach, you would not be able to file unless and until a USPTO staff attorney decides if the addition to the ID Manual is appropriate, since not all requested entries are added.A reminder that through the USPTO you would only receive a registration giving rights in the 50 U.S. states and our territories, not international rights. The word “international” relates only to classes. A “class” is the designation that world-wide Trademark Offices use to identify the proper placement of a good or service, within one of 45 different classes. For example, computers are in international class 9 and shirts are in international class 25.So, although it is only one trademark for which registration is sought, the dollar amount is multiplied by two, because there are two separate international classes. It is not relevant how many items are within a given class. For example, for fee calculation purposes, the goods of “shirts” and “shirts, pants, shoes, hats, jackets” would still be multiplied by one because all of those items fall within class 25.



Filing for federal registration

• Application requirements
– Clear drawing of the trademark
– Listing of the goods and services used with the 

trademark
– Application filing basis for each good or service
– Contact information for the trademark owner
– Filing fee
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Registration responsibilities

• Must enforce your own trademark rights.
– May use your registration certificate to support a 

“cease-and-desist” letter.
– May use your registration to sue an infringing 

user.
• Must file required post-registration 

documents with the USPTO.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The USPTO has no enforcement powers. It is the right and responsibility of the owner of any registration to enforce rights.If registrant becomes aware of any infringement, then the registrant must take the action to try to stop it. The USPTO has no role in that process. The only involvement would be if the party tried to register a similar mark for related goods and or services---then the USPTO would refuse registration under Section 2(d) of the Trademark Act (“likelihood of confusion”).



How to find help
Discussion topic



How to find help

• Trademark Assistance Center
– www.uspto.gov/TrademarkAssistance

• Trademark basics registration toolkit
– www.uspto.gov/TrademarkBasicsToolkit

• Trademark Basics Boot Camp webinars
– www.uspto.gov/about-us/events/trademark-

basics-boot-camp

www.uspto.gov/trademarks/basics/why-hire-private-trademark-attorney26

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other USPTO resourcesTrademark Assistance CenterM-F, 8:30 a.m. – 8 p.m. EasternCalls answered quickly, but email responses may take a day or so.Free services and resourceswww.uspto.gov/FreeServicesIP Identifierhttps://ipidentifier.uspto.govUSPTO virtual assistantwww.uspto.gov/trademarks/basicsTrademark Basics Boot CampIf you are interested in learning more about the federal registration application process, we invite you to attend a free series of comprehensive webinars - Trademark Basics Bootcamp Series.  The series features 8 webinars. The next round starts on April 4.Caution: Scam alert ScamsThe trademark industry is no different than any other industry. There are scammers trying to take advantage of you.Check out the top 10 things you can do to protect your trademark application or registration.Filing firmsThese companies try to draw you in by advertising low costs to file and guaranteed registration. Neither of these are true.As we discussed earlier, the fees to file are (currently) $250/$350 per international class.No one can guarantee registration.SolicitationsRemember: everything you file with the USPTO becomes public. Private companies scrape this public information and then use it to send you solicitations. Although some solicitations are for legitimate services, many are scams trying to convince you that you need to pay 4000 Euros or something.For example, solicitation from “Patent and Trademark Office, Washington, DC” (whereas the official agency is the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Alexandria, VA).Because the USPTO has no affiliation with the parties sending these notices, we are unable to assist in getting any money back. So always ask first rather than paying first and then questioning whether this was legitimate. I.e., contact the Trademark Assistance Center (1-800-786-9199) for more information. Note that the USPTO has no enforcement authority regarding these matters.Use Trademark Status and Document Retrieval (TSDR) on uspto.gov to see whether we actually sent you the notice. The “Documents” tab of TSDR will display all outgoing and incoming exchanges for your application or registration. A solicitation from another party will never appear there, which helps highlight it is not from the USPTO.If you want to avoid getting these solicitations, you might want to consider hiring an attorney to assist you. In addition to fending off solicitations, attorneys can help you search, file, register, and enforce your trademark.

http://www.uspto.gov/TrademarkAssistance
http://www.uspto.gov/TrademarkBasicsToolkit
http://www.uspto.gov/about-us/events/trademark-basics-boot-camp


Questions?
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